How to Get Consumer Key, Consumer Secret, Access Token and
Access Token Secret:
Version 1.0 will soon be deprecated and unauthorised requests won't be allowed. So,
here's a post to help you do just that, along with a PHP class to make your life easier.
1. Create a Developer Account: Set yourself up a Developer account on Twitter
You need to visit the official Twitter developer site and register for a developer
account. This is a freeand necessary step to make requests for the v1.1 API.
2. Create an Application: Create an Application on the twitter dev site
What? You thought you could make unauthenticated requests? Not with Twitter's v1.1
API. You need to visit http://dev.twitter.com/apps and click the "Create Application"
button.

On this page, fill in whatever details you want. For me, it didn't matter because I just
wanted to make a load of block requests to get rid of spam followers. The point is you
are going to get yourself a set of unique keys to use for your application.

So, the point of creating an application is to give yourself (and twitter) a set of keys.
These are:


The consumer key



The consumer secret



The access token



The access token secret

There's a little bit of information here on what these tokens for.
3. Create Access Tokens: You'll need these to make successful requests
OAuth requests a few tokens. So you need to have them generated for you.

Click "create my access token" at the bottom, then once you scroll to the bottom again,
you'll have some newly generated keys. You need to grab the four previously labelled
keys from this page for your API calls, so make a note of them somewhere.
4. Change Access Level: You don't want read-only, do you?
If you want to make any decent use of this API, you'll need to change your settings to
Read & Write if you're doing anything other than standard data retrieval using GET
requests.

Choose the "Settings" tab near the top of the page.

Here Your all setting of parameters:

.

Plug-in display your(s) latest tweets on Joomla. You can display any twitter-user tweets
on your Joomla site by simple adding the twitter user-name.

Twitter search api does not allow you to fetch the tweets for more than seven days
For more information click here https://dev.twitter.com/docs/using-search

For any query or doubt feel free to contact us:
Shoot a ticket - http://webkul.com/ticket

